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Moving Through Grief, Reconnecting with Nature is the fruit of the author’s two

decades inquiry into the spontaneous expression of grief when connecting with

various aspects of the natural world. Dufrechou’s reflective study illuminates

how an unanticipated flood of emotions in response to nature, the experience of

loss, when given the attention and space to be recognized and reflected upon,

prompts a transformative shift, the significance of which is difficult to deny. He

begins with a personal experience of being moved to tears when noticing the

sound of rain falling on the roof during an early morning meditation at his

former home in San Jose, CA—an experience that catalyzed moving with his wife

and children away from that suburban neighborhood to Montana, where he had

the opportunity to be closer to the land and its inhabitants.

Nature takes all sorts of forms in this book, filled in images of connecting with

and feeling the separation from nature through a range of emotions,

reflectively expressed, often poetically, at times through humorous anecdotes.

From that sound of rain on the roof, to a hike in the woods, camping under the

stars, encounters with wild animals, cultivating relationships with domestic

animals, and the glimpses of nature in a big city—when noticed and recognized

for their contribution to the otherwise human-centric environment. Nature is

everywhere, and we are offered to consider how far have we removed ourselves

from it, how do we position ourselves in this inherent relationship? Do we truly

know nature, or do we merely know about it? Which is more real?

The author’s personal experience was expanded over time through inquiry with

research participants, who experienced similar transformational shifts in

response to nature, and who provided written accounts, which constituted the

data of his doctoral dissertation (Dufrechou, 2002), an intuitive inquiry

(Anderson, 2004; 2011). Many of these reflective narratives and additional

ones, which he gathered in the past decade, are included in this manuscript.

Perhaps because the author continued fleshing the core of his original study for

many years after its conclusion, adding new insights and incorporating

subsequent experiences, this manuscript does not read as academic, and yet it

balances critical analysis, which has likely stemmed from extensive literature

review, with a conversational voice that addresses the reader directly and is

captivating in its self-disclosure and authenticity of what he calls “the sacred

within nature” (Dufrechou, 2015, p. 116).

Moving Through Grief, Reconnecting with Nature is a book about human

relationships with nature and concern for the fate of the natural world. But

Dufrechou is not an ecologist or an environmental activist. As a transpersonal

researcher, he conceptualizes a particular socio-cultural and psychological

understanding of an ecospiritual crisis—“our personal histories with parts of
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nature are interwoven deeply within us, within our families, in our

communities, in our heritage, and deeply inside various levels of the psyche”

(2015, p. 134). His constructs, both intuitive and methodically laid out, spring
from direct experiences, and anchored in paradigms such as conditioning,

consensus reality, postmodernity, and monoculture. In so doing, Dufrechou

illuminates a particular kind of inside-out/outside-in movement, alluded to by

T. K. Whipple1 when he wrote: “Our forefathers had civilization inside

themselves, the wild outside. We live in the civilization they created, but within

us the wilderness still lingers. What they dreamed, we live, and what they lived,

we dream” (as quoted in Dufrechou, 2015, p. 299). Reading this book, it

becomes clear that our current, shared state of being begs yet another turn,
finding ways on personal, communal, and global levels to reconnect with lived-

experiences that soften the dichotomy in Whipple’s image, and where dream

and waking life are closer to one another. In that sense, healing through nature

is made possible.

This notion is echoed in Dufrechou’s stated purpose for this book. His “desire

to invite readers into ... a range of experiences [in response to nature], in many

ways unique to each individual, but with a number of common threads .... My
purpose is less to explain and more to consider where these experiences come

from and where they lead” (2015, p. 9). His hope, too, is both stated as it is felt

when reading his analysis of the socio-cultural and ecological predicaments as

proposed by scientists, philosophers, and through the arts—images from

literature, music, film and television, which amplify the author’s voice with the

already familiar voices of iconic characters from Scott Fitzgerald’s Great

Gatsby, to Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now, to Elton John’s Rocket

Man. Moreover, Dufrechou’s hope is deeply felt as a collective hope when
reading the various narratives offered by the many contributors: “The grief

experienced by me and others in response to nature is not separable from the

awareness that our species has become a scourge on the planet ... Opening to

ourselves as nature, finding the sacred in nature, just might lead to

transformation that will make it difficult for us to objectify and kill each

other. Life might become sacred, human and otherwise” (2015, p. 11).

Dufrechou guides the reader through the complexity of how nature and our
relationship with it have been reshaped by humans over millennia, and how

when reconnecting with nature we can recover nature’s innate shaping of us.

Contemplation, meditation, embodied presence, and imagery-rich dreaming

alert us that not all is well, and demand outward action to reclaim an

interconnected sense of home. Actions such as shifting our attention and care

toward nature, in turn, lead us back inside with compassion. We pause to

wonder and relate to life and our mortality in a new way—a way that uniquely

presents itself in moments of silence and deep listening. To Dufrechou it is
a paradox: “awareness of suffering mixed with gratitude for the beauty of life...

We come here to love and yet nothing is permanent. We can close off our

hearts or we can open them, and then feel it all” (2015, p. 283).

This book unfolds thematically, eventually returning to the author’s root

intuition, initially embodied and illuminated through years of attention to his
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felt-senses and listening to others’ accounts. I expect that many will resonate

with the accounts of encounters with nature and the experiences of grief by

individuals from all over the world. In reading this book, I had to take many

breaks, feeling saturated by the stories of others, and needing to return to the

silence of my own communion with nature, whether looking out the window,

or stepping out into the engulfing landscapes that surrounded me at the time.

This book is also most suitable as assigned reading for undergraduate and

graduate students in the fields of transpersonal studies at large, and

particularly in the context of ecopsychology and ecospirituality. My inkling

is that those who are familiar with the foundational concepts Dufrechou

presents throughout the book, such as states of consciousness, exceptional

human experiences, mindfulness, phenomenology, embodiment, wholeness,

symbolism, synchronicity, participatory spirituality, and Holotropic Breath-

work, to name a few, would still appreciate how he weaves them together as

theoretical scaffolding to an otherwise flowing account of a long journey that

has come full circle.

NOTE

1In his final remarks, Dufrechou offers this old quote of Whipple, as found in Larry McMurtry’s 1985 Pulitzer
Prize-winning western novel Lonesome Dove, later turned into a film.
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